Résume -On considère le problème aux limites avec conditions initiales pour Véquation de la chaleur dans un domaine Q, ainsi que l approximation habituelle de Galerkin correspondante Une certaine régulante des données initiales dans un sous-domaine Q l conduit a la même régulante de la solution dans Q l pour tous les temps On montre que l'erreur entre la solution exacte et Vapproximation de Galerkin evt aussi à ordrp (presque) optiwnl da^s I^nter'evr deCi x ^aîu v e^emevt^ certaines propriétés des espaces d approximations sont utilisées, qui sont caractéristiques des espaces d élé-ments finis
1. In order to avoid technical details we restnet ourselves to the model problem
The boundary of Q e u N is assumed to be sufficiently smooth With the help of a finite element spaceS^ e H^Q) the Galerkin approximation u h = u h (t) Assume f e L 2 (Q) and in addition f e H fe _ 2 (^i) f°r some domain £l x ç Q and k > 2. Further let Q 2 be contained properly inQ 1 .lïS h is of degree r with r ^ k then the error e is of order k in Q 2 , Le.
The norms of ƒ could be replaced by the appropriate norms of u because of the shift theorem. Now let us assume the regularity i;eL 2 (Q)nJïA)
and let Q 2 ci a Çl ± , Then the solution of (1) has the regularity
with the abbreviation L P (Z) = L p (0, T ; Z) for some T > 0 fixed. Corresponding to (5) we would expect in the parabolic case an estimate of the type
In the next two sections we prove this error bound for k < r (being the degree of S h ). In case k = r the factor ck k is to be replaced by c e h r~z with E > 0 arbitrary small.
This problem was already treated in Thomee [9] . There the local error in the L o0 (L 2 (Q> 2 )) norm is bounded by the L 2 {L 2 (Qi)) norm besides of a remainder. Although this result does not give the final answer it turns out to be the main step. With respect to the notations as already mentioned as well as to the 
By replacing Q o by Q 1 we get with q = 2 r + 2.
LEMMA 2 : Let Q 2 c c Q x ç Q.
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Now we use an induction argument. Let Q l9 Q 2 p e N be given. We can choose domains Q v according to Repeated application of (14) 
This is the counterpart of the a priori estimate II u{t) || O2 < c { II t; || Ol + f || » || }
for the solution of (1) which is easily derived (for instance using the exponential decay of the fundamental solution).
3. Now we are ready to prove (8). Let Q 2 c c Qj be fixed. We choose anQ' according to Q 2 c c Q^ c c: Q t .
Next let ©bea cut-off function with respect to Q', Q ls i.e. oe G C C0 (Q) with 0 ^ (Ù ^ 1 and
We will use the splitting
and dénote by u\ wj, the solutions of (1), (2) 
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We have
The regularity assumption (6) leads to v 1 e H k (ü) and
Therefore (see e.g. Bramble et al. [2] ) 
The minimum is maximal for t -c p h a with a = 2 r/{r + 2 p) leading to
with For any k < r we may choose p such that (3 ^ /c. Then (29) gives (8). In case of k = r and e > 0 fixed we can choose p such that (3 ^ r -e. Since the choice of p influences the number of itérations the constant in (8) then dépends on p resp. 8.
Remark : In the previous estimâtes we did not control the constants. Thevol. 15, n°2, 1981 JA NiTscHE refore we did not take into account a contribution of (p -1) ' m the denominator of the intégral in (16) By a careful analysis the "garbage" term h~z in (8) m case of k = r could be replaced by a loganthmic one
